.. ....................................................................................................................... _:: :_:::::: :i:_ ::_ ::_ ::_:::_: i:::i:!: :i_ _i_ :_ i_:_ _i_!: :i_i:: i_i_i_i: _i_!_ _:::: :_: :: i:: i:!:_:_:i:! i:_ _::_il;_ :iii_ii;ii_ii_:i_i_:/::_ i!::ii_:_ii _iii_i:: i_:i i!ii::i:: i::i_i: :!_:iii_iiii iiiiiiiiill iii:i_iiii !i i:: iii_il i! il iiiiiii i!iiiiiiiiiill ililili ii iiii iiii ii iiliii iiiiii!i!i iiil ii iliiil il iiii iiliii ii ii iiiiii!i iiii iiiiiiiiiii I!ilil _i:iii_iiill !iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Mesh quality control for multiply-refined tetrahedral grids* and these are shown in Fig. 1 . The standard 1:8 isotropic subdivision is implemented by adding a new vertex at the mid-point of eachof the six edges. The 1:4 and 1:2 subdivisionsare usedin two ways. They caneither result becausethe edgesof a parent tetrahedron weretargeted anisotropicallyor they are usedas buffersbetweenthe refined elementsand the surrounding coarsergrid. Thesebuffer elementsare requiredto form a valid connectivity for the new meshso that there are no "hanging" vertices. Each tetrahedral element is defined in terms of its six edges. Mesh refinement is performedby first setting a bit flag to onefor eachedgethat is targetedfor subdivision. The edgemarkings for eachelement can then be combinedto form a binary pattern as shownin Fig, 2 where the edgesmarkedwith an R are the onesto be bisected. Oncethe edgemarking is completed,eachelementcan be independentlysubdivided basedon this binary pattern. Special data structures are usedin order to ensurethat this processis computationally efficient. Meshcoarseningis alsoperformed using the binary edge-markingpatterns. If a child element has any edgemarkedfor coarsening,this elementand its siblings are removed and their parent element is reinstated. The parent edgesand elementsare retained in the data structure at eachrefinementstep so they do not haveto be reconstructed. The parentshavetheir edge-markingpatterns adjustedto reflect that someedgeshave been coarsened. The parentsare then subdividedbasedon the new patterns. As a result, the coarseningand refinementproceduressharemuch of the samelogic.
There are a coupleof constraintsfor meshcoarsening.First, edgescannot be coarsenedbeyondthe initial mesh. If that werepermitted, somemeshregenerationlogic would have to be used. Second, edges must be coarsened in an order that is reversed from the one by which they were refined. This is a reasonable restriction that allows only certain edges to coarsen at each mesh adaption step.
A significant feature of this mesh adaption scheme is using the concept of "sublists".
A data structure is maintained where each vertex has a sublist of all the edges that are incident upon it. Similarly, each edge has a sublist of all the elements that share it.
These sublists eliminate extensive searches and are crucial to the efficiency of the overall adaption scheme.
In [2], the data structure was implemented in C as a series of four dynamicMlyallocated linked lists for the vertices, edges, elements, and boundary faces of the mesh.
This facilitated the addition and deletion of mesh p'oints, but the linked lists made it very difficult to pass information directly to the FORTRAN flow solver. Also, a significant amount of CPU time was wasted by using the standard C library functions raalloc and free each time an item was added to or deleted from the data structure.
In order to reduce the communication overhead, the linked lists have been replaced with arrays.
These sequential arrays are dynamically allocated at the beginning Of a mesh adaption step based on the size of the current mesh and an user-estimated fraction of the mesh that is targeted for refinement. A garbage collection algorithm is used to compact free space at the end of every coarsening step.
To provide an estimate of the total memory requirements of our mesh adaption procedure, let us assume that the number of edges is six times and that the number of elements to improve the quality of the mesh in Fig. 4(b) .
Given these limitations, we tested several strategies to control the quality of the mesh.
For all the strategies, it is assumed that the given initial mesh has acceptable element quality and will produce smooth flowfield solutions. This means that the children of elements that are isotropically subdivided (1:8) will have characteristics similar to those of their parents. Thus, the element quality problem is limited only to elements that are anisotropically refined (1:4 and 1:2).
Of all the strategies that we tested, only two are worth reporting.
In the first strategy, there are no restrictions when an element with acceptable quality is anisotropically subdivided 1:4 or 1:2. As mentioned earlier, this anisotropic subdivision can cause any one or more of the features of poor meshes shown in Fig. 3 to appear in the child elements.
Our algorithm allows these to occur, but marks these child elements as they are created.
Child elements that have poor quality are never allowed to be subdivided again, since this could lead to even more problems. A two-dimensional example of how our algorithm for controlling the mesh quality works is shown in Fig. 5 . Assume that initially there are two triangles and that all three edges of the lower triangle are marked for refinement as shown in Fig. 5(a) . After the refinement step is performed and the buffer elements are connected up, the configuration in Fig. 5(b) is obtained. If the edge marked with an R is now refined with our mesh quality logic turned off, the mesh looks as shown in Fig. 5(c) . The mesh has obviously deteriorated in quality. If, instead, our mesh quality strategy is used, the buffer elements are first disconnected (cf. Fig. 5(d) ), the parent element is then refined isotropically (cf. Fig. 5(e) ), and finally the requested refinement is performed (cf. Fig. 5(f) voked. However, for real fluid dynamics problems on tetrahedral meshes, truly anisotropic subdivision is almost impossible to realize.
Computational Results
The effects of the mesh quality logic are analyzed on a simplified test problem. The initial mesh, illustrated in Fig. 6 , is 11 × 11 × 6 with some stretching in the vertical direction.
A geometric error indicator targets every element up to the second layer for uniform refinement. This subdivision strategy is a demanding test for grid quality since 1:4 and 1:2 buffer elements will be continuously targeted for further refinement. Fig. 7 shows two-dimensional sections of the resulting meshes after four levels of refinement.
The grid in Fig. 7(a) did not employ the mesh quality logic described in Section 3, while the grid in Fig. 7(b) logic is used,the largestface angle is bounded after two refinement levels. The actual upper boundof the faceangledependson the propertiesof the initial mesh. Similarly, the maximumvertex degreefor the grid without meshquality increasesexponentiallywhereas the vertex degreewith mesh quality increasesonly slightly with eachrefinement. High vertex degrees result in flow solverinaccuraciesandpoor efficiencyon vector and parallel computers.
(a) (b) Fig. 7 . Final mesh after four levels of refinement (a) without mesh quality, and (b) with mesh quality.
In addition
to the improvements reported in Table 1 , the mesh quality logic has had two other beneficial effects on the mesh. First, the mesh in Fig. 7(a) shows a large disparity in the sizes of adjacent elements.
A much smoother transition, as shown in Fig. 7(b) , is obtained using the mesh quality logic. Finally, in addition to a lower overall maximum angle, the mesh in Fig. 7 (5) has a smaller percentage (0.086%) of elements with large angles (> 130°) than its counterpart (0.175%) in Fig. 7(a) . exercising this option generally results in an isotropically-refined mesh.
The algorithm assumes that the initial mesh has acceptable quality, and that as long as the tetrahedral elements are subdivided isotropically, subsequent refined meshes will retain this quality. This is ensured by never refining a tetrahedron that was previously subdivided anisotropi-
cally. If such a tetrahedron needs to be refined, it is first coarsened, along with its siblings, back to its parent. The parent is then refined isotropically and its children can be sub- 
